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By SARAH JONES

NEW YORK – T o succeed in today’s competitive retail environment, brands need to be fast, fearless and flexible,
according to a Forrester analyst.

During a panel at the researcher’s CX NYC forum on June 19, speakers noted the importance of meeting the modern
empowered consumer with experiences that make shopping more convenient and positive. Putting the consumer’s
needs first when designing everything from an ecommerce site to in-store environments is key, and can lead to
greater loyalty and spend.
"Retail is hyper competitive industry," said Michelle Yaiser, principal analyst at Forrester.
"Unless you are in a niche market in which you’re one of only two or three retailers who sell a specific product, your
competitors are a dime a dozen," she said. "And what really differentiates you, what really brings customers back in
the door, is the experience."
Consumer-first retail
Consumers today are more tech-savvy and sophisticated. T hey are also prone to experimentation.
Forrester's vice president and research director Fiona Swerdlow pointed out that some of the shoppers who are most
progressive and prone to experimentation are on average more mature than the typical idea of millennials. At an
average age of 34, many of these consumers have families and are established in careers.
While mobile shopping was growing for years, it appears to have stabilized as a percentage of ecommerce sales.
While about half of U.S. consumers find it easier to transact on desktop, mobile influences about 30 percent of all
purchases, both in-store and online.
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Even with consumers being increasingly demanding, in the past year, retailers have been doing a better job at
customer retention, according to Forrester’s 2018 CX Index. However, while repeat business is trending up,
consumer advocacy and emotion were flat from 2017 to 2018.
Presenting the findings, Ms. Yaiser noted that brands are now competing with players who are even outside of their
field as consumers make comparisons with the last great experience they had in any category. For instance, if a
client has a positive experience with a bank teller, they will expect a similar level of service from a retail sales
associate.
T he different between good and excellent experiences can have a significant impact on loyalty, spend and
advocacy.
For instance, among retailers, a good experience will lead 86 percent to stay, while an excellent experience results
in a 96 percent retention rate. Similarly, good experiences cause 81 percent to spend more, while 92 will spend
more when the experience they have is excellent.
Consumers are also 95 percent likely to recommend a retailer to others if they have an excellent experience,
compared to only 84 percent whose experience was simply good.
On digital, a great experience involves making it easy to find products and complete a purchase. Other services such
as click-and-collect can also help deliver a positive experience.
Rather than being creative, product information should be clear, allowing consumers to gain an understanding of
what they are buying. T his is especially imperative the higher the price point of an item.
Offline, stores should make it easy for customers to find sales associates. Consumers are also looking for staff that
answers all of their questions.

Sales associates should be accessible to consumers. Image credit: Hugo Boss
Similarly, pure player ecommerce retailers should have customer service representatives who are knowledgeable
and answer all questions with clear communication.
Emotion is a key opportunity for brands to improve the experience that customers have with them. While retailers
have shown improvement in recent years at making their digital channels more convenient, the emotional scores
for Web sites and applications have fallen.

On digital channels, brands should also pay attention to user friendliness. Jennifer Wise, senior analyst at Forrester,
presented research about the features and functionality of retailer mobile sites, which found that the sample on
average only scored a 58 out of 100 possible points.
While some brands such as Wayfair and Home Depot included features that made the customer journey simpler,
such as leaving breadcrumbs for easier navigation or offering streamlined in-store inventory searches, on the whole
there is still opportunity for improvement.
Sites are often difficult to navigate with low-quality content and a long checkout process. Brands should also think
about integrating customer service at key moments, such as Apple’s chat feature at checkout that helps prevent cart
abandonment.
Ms. Wise noted that marketers should keep in mind the customer’s needs rather than their own goals when building
user interfaces. A retailer may be focused on upselling, but the consumer wants to be able to easily find what they
are looking for.
Anne Bridges, senior vice president of omnichannel customer experience at Bloomingdale’s, echoed this idea. She
suggested retailers really think about the consumer as they launch new technology in-store.

In-store technology is only effective if consumers use it. Image credit: Neiman Marcus
If a touchpoint will add a step to the shopping journey or make the experience less convenient, it probably will not be
effective. In her work, she spends time observing consumers in-store interacting with devices and she consults sales
associates to additionally get their take on new technology.
Evolution and emotion
Beyond customer experience, emotional appeals have a place in luxury marketing, helping to create a feeling
around products.
Emotion is at the core of all decision-making, and for advertisers that means learning how to activate emotions in
consumers to influence their purchases.
At Forrester’s annual Consumer Marketing forum in New York on April 6, a principal analyst for Forrester talked
about some of the ways that brands can use emotional appeals to help influence customers as well as the way
emotion ties into decision-making. Emotion is a powerful tool and while people might associate emotional
advertising with the heartstring-tugging ads of animals in need of shelter, the range of emotions marketers can
employ go far beyond that (see story).
Along with basing buying decisions on emotion, today's consumer is armed with more information than ever before
thanks to online research.
Digital has changed the way consumers interact with bricks-and-mortar stores, and no sector has felt this more than
luxury retail.
Speaking at the National Retail Federation’s Big Show on Jan. 16, the CEO of Neiman Marcus spoke about the ways
that digital and mobile multichannel tools have fundamentally changed the ways consumers shop. What has
become clear is that customers are coming in to stores with more knowledge than ever before (see story).
As retailers look to deliver excellent experiences, they should listen to their existing audience.
"What do your best customers love about the brand?" Ms. Bridges said. "T hose stories can teach you a lot about what
it takes to retain and grow a customer."
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